
 

 
 

BET TYPES NOT PERMITTED ON NSW THOROUGHBRED AS PER RACING NSW RACE FIELDS STANDARD CONDITIONS 

5.6 Bet Types 
 

The Approval Holder must not use NSW Race Field Information or accept bets on a NSW Thoroughbred Race in relation to any bet types that are 
determined by Racing NSW to be prohibited bet types. 

 
NOT APPROVED 
Margin Betting Betting on the official margins between any runners 

Race Time Betting on the race time for any runners 

Spread Betting E.G. Betting on a horse to finish within any margin of the winner. 

A Horse to Lose Betting on any horse to lose a race (also referred to as Lucky Loser), includes 
bet types such as a horse not to run in the 1st 3 placings 

A Horse to be beaten by any other runners Betting on a horse to be beaten by other runners 

Favourite Versus the Field Betting the Favourite or One Horse against the field or vice versa 

Track Rating Betting on what the track rating might be 

 

BET TYPES PERMITTED ON NSW THOROUGHBRED WHERE CLARIFICATION IS REQUIRED BY THE WAGERING OPERATOR 

APPROVED 
Head to Head One of the two horses must finish in the 1st 5 official placings, otherwise bet is 

void 

Favourite Out The name of the horse to be “left out” must be published and if a telephone 
bet must be confirmed at the time the bet is placed 

Pick Your Own Field (Group Betting) At least one horse must finish in the 1st 5 official placings, otherwise bet 
declared void 

What Weight the Winner will Carry To be based on the weight allocated at the official declaration of weights, not 
the weight carried 

 



What barrier the winner will draw To be based on the barrier drawn at acceptances not the barrier the horse may 
jump from to due scratchings or any other reason 

Fixed Odds Quinella, Exacta, Trifecta  

 

Jockeys Challenge 

 

Must specify point score system and if NSW, Region 
(Metro/Provincial/Country) or a specific Venue 

Jockeys Premiership Must specify if NSW, Region (Metro/Provincial/Country) or a specific Venue 

Apprentice Jockey Premiership Must specify if NSW, Region (Metro/Provincial/Country) or a specific Venue. 

Jockey to ride a specific number of winners Must clarify the location of the number of winners NSW, or Region or a specific 
Venue (Metro/Provincial/Country) or a specific Venue on a particular day, 
month, year. 

Jockey to win a particular race Specify Jockey name/Race Name and Venue 

Jockey Pick Your Own Field (Group Betting) Points to be determines as per the Jockey Challenge Betting Rules 

Jockey Challenge Exact Score Scores allocated as per the Jockey Challenge Betting Rules 

Trainers Challenge Must specify point score system, and if NSW, Region 
(Metro/Provincial/Country) or a specific Venue 

Trainers Premiership Must specify point score system, the location of the number of winners if 
NSW, Region (Metro/Provincial/Country) or a specific Venue 

Trainer to train a specific number of winners Must specify point score system, the location of the number of winners if 
NSW, Region (Metro/Provincial/Country) or a specific Venue on a particular 
day, month, year. 

Trainer to win a particular race Specify Trainer name/Race Name and Venue 

Trainer Pick Your Own Field (Group Betting) Points to be determines as per the Trainer Challenge Betting Rules 
Stallion Number of Group 1 Winners Must specify if NSW, Region (Metro/Provincial/Country) or a specific Venue 
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